
DESSAY HANDEL

Soprano Natalie Dessay, conductor Emanuelle HaÃ¯m and composer George Frideric Handel make an established and
admired team. Cleopatra in Giulio Cesare.

What the listener does miss in this recital is incisive diction and a true sense of drama; while the music is
being well-served, a certain theatrical abandon is gone. Oh Dio! More modest in scope and ambition than the
Alcina performance, the concert still had moments that were surpassingly powerful. The aria is staged like a
dance number from a Bollywood movie. So working with the playful costumes designed by Brigitte
Reiffenstuel, Mr. Even for a countertenor, Dumaux has an unusually high, ripe sound. Caesar is shocked. This
gave startling weight and transparency to her expression, with nothing between her and what the music had to
say. No doubt that Dessay takes some liberties, but the voice is in such great shape and so utterly entrancing
that all other concerns fall away, at least for me. If you love rapturous singing in this most lyrical of all
Baroque composers, you will have to have this deserved Hall of Fame cantata recording. It was introduced at
the Glyndebourne Festival in England in , has played there and elsewhere since then, and is available on DVD.
Where on recordings there can be a showy emphasis on downward pointing articulations at the start of
phrases, in the overture and throughout the concert the music maintained a steady, horizontal flow, the
counterpoint of the continuo and melody meshing easily. It's hard to tell. Were the two women looking for a
mellow, chamber-like, understated approach? For I feel it an error to always judge performances of Handel by
what we think we know he is intending. In contrast, the live performance was excellent throughout, musical
without being didactic, centered on focused playing and style, and some stunning singing from Dessay. The
sound is still beautiful, the technique still astonishing--breath control, diminuendos, messa di voce, sense of
rhythm, ease with even the fastest and trickiest fiorature, legato line--all come easily to Dessay. Just as the
Romans viewed the Egyptians as exotic others, the British felt at once superior to, and baffled by, the people
and customs of India, the Middle East and the other realms they lorded over. In the distance we see the
rippling waters of the Mediterranean, created by an old-fashioned wave machine. Dessay mostly sang with
plaintive beauty. The opera is an audacious blend of serious, comic, romantic and adventurous elements. Her
approach to the music was radically simpler than on the recording, and different from the norm for singing
Handel. McVicar presents Caesar and his troops as British officers in bright red uniforms, while the Egyptians
are arrayed in motley styles: Indian, Moroccan, Asian, Middle Eastern. Too small to be called big, they instead
produce a quality that is wide. She sang with an unusually fluid legato, seeming to wait too long behind the
tempo, before uncannily appearing, as if transported, on the next note. Everything came out with a graceful, at
times almost languid, ease. But the members of the opening-night audience rose to their feet after midnight to
give an exuberant ovation to the excellent cast, headed by the countertenor David Daniels in the title role and
the coloratura soprano Natalie Dessay as Cleopatra, and the excellent conductor Harry Bicket. He gets inside
the issues the opera tackles by likening Caesar and his Roman conquerors to British imperialists of the late
19th century. As a young woman, the petite Ms. The voice sits high and light; Dessay sings softly and with
remarkable warmth, and her interplay with the two instrumentalists is truly great music making. The same
musicians, with the exception of Dumaux, produced a recording of this material on the Erato label in  They
also spend appreciably more time getting into tune even many other period ensembles.


